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In 2021 the Golden Pen Writing Award challenged students 
in Years 4-12  to put pen to paper and think about the world 
around them, within them and their place within it. 

Open to three age categories: Junior (Years 4-6), Middle 
(Years 7-8) and Senior (Years 9-12) young creators were 
asked to reflect on and bring their interpretation to the 
theme Big and Small.

Over 345 submissions were received in response to the 
2021 Award from young storytellers across the state. 

Our 2021 competition judges Jane Godwin, Kirsten Cooper 
and Campbell Whyte had the challenging role of selecting 
the winning and shortlisted pieces from each category and 
this booklet  showcases these works. 

We hope you enjoy reading these pieces as much as we 
did and we send huge congratulations to each of the young 
authors for sharing their talent with us.

A special thank you to our wonderful judges and our prize 
sponsors Boffins Books and Sage Hotel. We would also like 
to thank all entrants of The Golden Pen Writing Award 2021. 
We hope you all continue to share your words and work.

WRITING AWARD 2021

Junior Category 
Year 4-6

2
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Winning Entry
Tree and Me

By Matilda Ashton

Tree and Me

Part One: Tree
The soil was brown and damp, I remember the open, gentle hand that 
carefully placed me in the deep, black hole of darkness, I remember the 
warm, welcoming smile he gave me, the butter-coloured rays of sunshine 
pouring over me, slowly fading away as all light disappeared, everything 
gone.

Part Two: Dad
Ear piercing crescendos of high-pitched squealing vibrated in my ears. My 
eyes tore away from the little delicate seedling just planted; ‘’Eleanor’’. I 
whispered, sprinting towards the open wide back door, my feet pounding. 
I felt my cheeks burn up as my throat turned hoarse. The wind wisps 
through the air as beads of sweat dribble off my face as I reach my body 
through the gaping open back door. ‘Eleanor!’ I screamed at the top of my 
lungs. Another squeal indicated that she was in the bedroom.

There she was propped up on a silky white pillow, I hear her whisper softly 
‘’It’s ready, I need to go’’.

Part Three: Mum
The pain refused to stop, it flowed through my whole body forcing my eyes 
to water, the sweat that coated me looked like I had just gotten out of the 
bath.

When Andrew and I arrived at the hospital the pain was just about bursting 
out of my body and my eyes were stinging. Andrew held my hand tight, 
warm and comforting, quickly thinking of last-minute decisions of what 
our baby was going to be called.

Then it happened. There she was warm and wriggly.

We named her Ivy.
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Part Four: Tree
I had just grown two metres long and it was Ivy’s first birthday. Her wild, 
curly blonde hair was shiny in the sunlight’s clutches, she was running 
around me with a rose red party dress, wearing cute, mini bunny sandals 
playing peek-a-boo or whatever they call it with Dad. Mum was slicing up 
the cake for Ivy. The gooey, sticky chocolate confectionary completed with 
vanilla icing made my mouth water. I saw everyone delightfully gobbling 
up the cake, smiling with laughter.

Then just as if Ivy had read my mind, she waddled up to me and carefully 
placed a crumb on one of my juicy, lush green leaves, a little speckled dot 
in the middle of the leaf. Ivy said, ‘‘for you’’, then ran back to finish her 
cake.

This made my heart flutter with pride like a soaring bird that had just been 
granted freedom. I decided it would be nice to give her something back, so 
I decided to wait and feel the cool wisps of the wind blow onto my brown, 
barky back and for my leaves to drift to one side and send her a bright 
green leaf.

The leaf flapped in the wind in a zig zag pattern slowly floating on her lap. 
Ivy turned around towards me and smiled.

Ten Years Later: Ivy
Tree is my best friend. I do everything with Tree, in fact he is my greatest 
influence in the world even though some of his inspiration to me isn’t very 
significant to the whole world, only to me.

Inspiration pours through your mind like bubbles or glitter grasping for 
every concept there is which starts as a small thought but can then lead to 
a bigger idea to create a story.

Inspiration from Tree, helps me calm down and think peacefully, clearing 
my mind and to always look on the positive side of things.
I pick a leaf off Tree and add it to my collection of leaves from Summer, 

Autumn, Winter and Spring. I hang off one of Tree’s smooth textured 
branches and begin the difficulties of grade six homework, from all the 
complications of Federation to the differences of an exothermic reaction to 
an endothermic reaction. At least Tree is helping me to concentrate.

Part Five: Dad
I remember the time, before Ivy was born, she was just a little sparkling 
twinkle in my eye, waiting and waiting for the right time to show herself. 
When she was born with her bright green, emerald eyes, the first thing I 
thought about was Tree. It brought me straight back to when I was the 
planting the seed in the deep black hole, it was like the tiny seedling was 
smiling at me and I was smiling at it too.

I see Ivy now; she has a connection with Tree, she speaks to it and relies on 
it and if she has trouble, she expects Tree to ‘catch her if she falls.’

Part Six: Tree
I’ve watched Ivy grow up now and I’ve grown up with her too. We were 
both born on the same day and have grown from small to big together. 
From the day I had sprouted up to two metres long and Ivy was a toddler, 
to when I had progressed growing longer branches and more leaves, she 
started getting stronger and learning new things. As I grow taller and 
older, she does the same thing too. We have a special connection between 
us, that has formed with me as her main idol and inspiration, and her as 
my loved one to protect.

Part Seven: Ivy
Fiery flames licking the floorboards, hot and spicy the bright orange 
flickering flames spread rapidly, balloons of grey, foggy smoke puff 
around the stuffy eye-watering room. My nose prickles as I race outside 
bellowing for help screaming Mum and Dad’s name over and over again. 
Tears streamed down my eyes like trickling waterfalls I felt nauseous, and 
my heart was beating so fast it was throbbing. I quickly climbed up Tree as 
high as I could to breathe in some fresh air, but it made it worse causing 
my breathing to become shallow. Suddenly my head felt dizzy, and my feet 
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gave way, toppling out of Tree, I screamed as I plummeted to the ground 
then nothing.

I bolted upright, I quickly bounced onto my feet and then suddenly realised 
how tired I was, my legs felt like jelly when I tried to walk. I slumped onto 
one of Tree’s branches, I wanted to go and fill up the watering can and put 
out the fire, but I couldn’t.

Five minutes later I heard my name being called out. I looked up and there 
was Mum and Dad! Just then fear gripped me as I looked down at the ring 
of fire surrounding Tree. I hugged Tree tight and whispered, “I love you 
tree, please don’t go, please don’t go”. My eyes were aching from crying, 
my tummy clenched, and my face was turning pale at the thought of Tree 
leaving.

I squeezed my eyes shut as smoke took over.

A rush of cool, cold water froze me awake as I was carefully carried to 
hospital, ‘‘where’s Tree, is Tree okay?’’ I panic. ‘‘Tree is fine’’. I hear Dad 
whisper into my ear. ‘‘Tree is fine’’ he repeated. I try to look behind me, 
but Dad’s hand is in the way.

Part Eight: Dad
I don’t know how the fire started or when, but I was downstairs when I 
heard the noisy, ear shattering smoke detector go off and I heard Ivy’s 
voice screaming for help. I raced down the stairs skipping two at a time 
and when I couldn’t find her around the house, I knew she was with Tree. 
Eleanor was already outside calling the fire brigade and that’s when the 
fire started to surround Tree.

We got bucket loads of icy water and poured it around Tree and then the 
fire brigade came and went to put out the fire around the house. We saved 
Tree from being burnt in the nick of time apart from a portion of the 
bottom of the trunk being slightly charred.

But the main thing is that Ivy is okay.

Part Nine: Mum
I was baking some scrumptious ham and cheese toasties when I quickly 
needed to put something in the bin in our driveway, then before I knew it 
the smoke detector goes off and I had to call the fire brigade. I know a part 
of me feels like it was my fault that Ivy is in hospital, but at least she is 
alright and on the bright side it’s only for a few days.

I hear Ivy muttering to herself about Tree in the background. ‘‘Andrew’’. I 
say softly. ‘‘I think we should take Ivy home; I think she will feel better if 
she can see Tree’’. ‘‘Good idea’’. I hear Andrew say.

Part Ten: Tree
Pain travelled through the bottom part of my trunk filling me with despair 
as I saw chunks of pitch-black charcoal peeling off at my feet. I feel sick 
with worry thinking back to when Ivy was crying, wishing that I could 
stay, hugging me so hard I thought she would never let go. Feeling her 
sorrow and agony, I hope she is okay, wishing I could do more then just 
let her cry on me.

Suddenly without warning I see Ivy sprinting towards me shouting 
‘‘Tree!!!!!’’ The wind shakes my leaves with excitement as she hugs me so 
tight, I thought I couldn’t breathe for a second, the biggest hug I have ever 
seen from such a little girl. Happiness took over my body at being able to 
see Ivy again seeing her joyful face made my day. ‘‘I love you Tree’’. She 
said happily. ‘‘I love you too’’. I said whispering with the leaves. Then I 
waited for the wind to blow on my brown coloured back and slowly a bright 
green leaf carefully floats along and flitters on top of Ivy’s nose. Ivy looks 
up and smiles at me.

A Month Later: Mum
As a special treat I decide to give Ivy the option of perhaps making a 
suitable sized, wooden treehouse that we could paint together for Tree.
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I think Ivy is really excited because she has started collecting wood and 
starting to structure it around Tree. She said that I couldn’t help her until 
it was ready to be put together.

It’s a beautiful day today, sunny with not a single cloud in sight, I go to 
clean the dishes thinking of the strong connection between Tree and Ivy, 
from the very day it was Ivy’s first birthday when she placed the little 
crumb on one of Tree’s leaves and how Tree had sent her back a leaf, and 
I remember the big, beaming smile she gave Tree when she found the leaf 
on her lap.

Memories that will last forever I thought.

Part Eleven: Ivy
I am so relieved that I am reunited with Tree, the amount of happiness that 
flowed through me was unstoppable. I was so worried that Tree was hurt 
or something bad had happened to Tree. But now there is nothing to be 
scared of because Tree will always be there for me.

I have just finished painting the treehouse in a pale pink on the outside 
and a sky blue on the inside, all it needs is to be nailed in place with the 
help of Mum.

Part Twelve: Dad
I see Ivy and Eleanor outside building the tree house and completing the 
last finishing touches to it.

I look away from the clear window and remember Ivy when she was a 
baby girl and how Tree was like my second child. I recall how Ivy used to 
treat Tree like a sibling and always played with Tree. They had so much 
fun together when they were smaller, and in fact especially now that they 
are bigger.

Part Thirteen: Ivy
Mum and I have finished the tree house. It surprisingly fits on Tree far 
more snugger than I had expected. I hope Tree liked it and it wasn’t too 
uncomfortable for Tree. Although I have a feeling that Tree does like it 
because the leaves of Tree’s branches keep brushing along the edges of the 
roof of the treehouse as if Tree is feeling it and starting to love the new 
object that’s now attached to his body.

I now do everything in the treehouse. Even on the stormiest days when 
rain pours down so hard that you think it’s big chunks of icy hail outside, 
and even when booming thunder occurs and the whole sky turns black. 
Days that the treehouse allows me to stick with Tree forever and ever no 
matter what.

Twenty Years Later: Ivy
I am now married. My husband and I have now had two children. Our 
eldest daughter is called Fern who is eleven years old and our youngest 
daughter who is six years old is called Blossom.

When it was my time to leave the house and start my own life when I was 
about eighteen, I refused to leave Tree behind. They said I could plant a 
new one for my new house, but it just wouldn’t be the same. Tree has 
grown up with me from the very first day I was born, step by step we have 
grown together from small to big. That special connection must continue. 
Together.

Part Fourteen: Tree
Children grow up so fast. I observe Ivy every day, and there is always 
something slightly different about her each day I see her. Not the changes 
necessarily on the outside, but within her. Ivy having children was a big 
change for her, and me too, I guess. Ivy doesn’t play on me anymore, 
probably because she’s older now, but she still talks to me. It was a choice 
between having her own house or being with me. Choosing me still makes 
me feel like I’ve just been served the biggest plate of fertiliser in the world. 
The happiness creeps up on me throughout my whole body. From the very 
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bottom of my trunk up towards the tippy parts of my branches, flowing 
through my leaves all the way to the top where the bright blue sky smiles 
down at me. The golden rays of the sunshine shimmer on my leaves 
causing the leaves to turn a bright neon green colour.

Ivy’s children Fern and Blossom always play on me now. They take me 
back to the time when Ivy was younger when she never wanted to stop 
climbing me. Her children are nearly like an identical image of Ivy. They 
talk to me and play with me, but what matters most is that Ivy is still here 
and that our bond between each-other is still linked together. But now 
with Fern and Blossom I think I’m starting a new one.

Part Fifteen: Mum
I remember the time trying to convince Ivy to buy her own house and that 
she could plant a tree for her own children like we did for her, but she 
refused to be separated from Tree. It was a tough time to even bring up the 
idea of possibly moving house. But it was clear what her answer was and 
there was nothing we could do to change her mind.
Having grandchildren was a big thing for me especially when I found out 
that she was pregnant with Fern. I was very emotional with excitement 
and I couldn’t control it when I saw Fern. She immediately reminded me of 
Ivy when she was first born, with her tiny leaf-coloured eyes.

When Blossom was born, my weepy emotions started up again, but this 
time to me Blossom looked more like Ivy’s husband, Tony with her bright 
deep brown eyes, that you thought you were going to sink into them when 
she stared at you.

Part Sixteen: Dad
Thinking back to the time when Ivy used to play on Tree. The amount of 
persuading it took me to get Ivy off Tree, whether it was because dinner 
was ready, or it was time for her to go to a party, she always would shout 
back, ‘‘just five more minutes’’! The words ring through my ears as I 
remember the day Ivy was just a little twinkle in my eye and Tree was just 
a little seedling in my hand.

Five Hundred Years Later: Tree
I have seen generation past generation, from Ivy’s children to their children 
and their children to theirs. Each time I have made a special connection 
between them all. But the most important one of them all was Ivy.

Ivy always trusted me, believed in me and always relied on me. Ivy was 
courageous, loving and emotional towards me, she is a trustworthy person 
and a great influence towards me and somebody I’ll never forget. She 
always made my day, each and every one of them with her bright shining 
smile that always lit up the whole garden. Granting life and happiness to 
whatever came her way.

But it’s my time to go, I have lived with much joy and pleasure. My leaves 
are starting to change colour to a fine grey, my bark is starting to dry up 
and I’m beginning to get old, but there shall be moments and memories 
I’ll never forget. I never knew until I had met Ivy that such a small person 
could take up such a big fragment of my heart.

A lonely seed plops onto the ground beside me. ‘‘Grow little one grow’’, I 
said. ‘‘Grow from small to big’’.

"This story experiments with point-of-view in an 
original way. It contains some lovely imagery. The 
storytelling is ambitious as it features multiple 
narrators and is set over a long time frame, but the 
author holds it all together well."

Jane Godwin  
The Golden Pen Writing Award 2021
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Shortlisted Entry
Small Beings in a Vast World

By Delilah Hoskins

15

Small Beings In A Vast World

The sky was pitch black, with a ghostly moon gliding along the dark seas 
of cloud. Fern seedlings swayed with the wind, engulfed in a gentle waltz. 
Undergrowth mice bounded across the snow, barely rustling a leaf.

The vixen gazed out the dirt entrance of her den. The winds were strong, 
but the burrow ensured not a tuft of fur was rustled. She curled around her 
two pups, wrapping them tightly together, sharing her warmth to their 
shivering bodies, as it was a cold night.

She scratched herself irritably. The near end of winter and fleas were 
already attacking her den. She growled with hindrance. A den could keep 
out the winds, but never the fleas. It would be a light sleep tonight.

Six months later…

The fox pup frolicked and danced across the forest floor. Her brother 
bounded ahead, flicking dirt in her face. She was about to follow when she 
stopped to scratch herself, a growl rising in her throat.

Arlo winced. The leathery pad of the pup abraded the hard shell around his 
abdomen, he could feel it. Though some fleas could’ve told him otherwise.

He crawled across her fleshy skin beneath the fur, eager to find a new 
place to rest. He lay dawn and sighed. Fox pups were an unresting kind of 
a victim.

He was about to bite into her tender flesh when the fur began to blow softly 
with a detestable odour. He felt the world moving around him.

He had only felt this feeling one other time. He knew the pup was in the 
jaws of the vixen.
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He began to climb up a tuft of the downy fur. He nearly reached the tip 
when the tuft began to blow down due to wind and extra weight, and Arlo 
felt his chest tightening. He tried to wriggle out, but the wind held him 
down. His scraggy legs flailed uselessly.

At last, the wind changed to the west. He breathed in a huge gulp of air and 
gazed about his surroundings. At first, the rays of blinding light were too 
much to handle, but he gradually got used to it. The land beyond the dusky 
fur was beautiful. A valley lay beyond a cliff upon they stood, with fronds 
of roses speckled across. A pine forest, as this one, lay beyond the valley,
the tips of the trees gently swinging in the summer breeze. A stag glided 
carelessly across the valley and a flock of robins soared across the blue sky. 
Although what next came changed all of it.

The vixen trotted contentedly along the cliff edge, the pup’s brother 
faithfully at her side. When they suddenly came to an abrupt stop. Arlo 
struggled to see what was happening, but he made out a raging river 
flowing with white foam, and the tips of rocks jutted out from beneath the 
surface. Along with that, the surging water dropped off the cliff edge to a 
new, calmer river. He shuddered. He would have to retreat to a new victim 
if they tried to penetrate it.

But the vixen was smart. She headed upstream, examining the river for 
signs it was slowing down. The foam was decreasing, but the speed stayed 
the same.

When they reached a spot with no signs of rocks or foam, she gently set 
the pup down.

Arlo couldn’t believe what he was seeing. Surely, she couldn’t be this 
foolish? To cross a river like this, with pups.

She vigilantly began to wade in, her silver tail tip swishing with wariness, 
gently brushing the surface of the water. Good. At least she was taking 
caution.

As she reached the centre of the river, the current began to slowly pull her 
downstream, though she was a strong swimmer, and eventually reached 
the end. Her fur was spiked with fear, but she licked the plume of fur on 
her chest to hide her emotion.

The pup fluffed her fur up with excitement. She went to cross, but Arlo felt 
the leathery pad scraping across his shell. He turned over onto his back and 
bit hard into the pad, a warning for her to back off.

The paw jerked back, shaking a couple of times. Then she bounded forward 
with such force he struggled to hold on. She leapt into the air, the fur rising 
so Arlo could see patches of sky. As they fell, he tucked into a ball, fearing 
death would be a sickening step ahead.

As they hit the water, he thought he would never hear anything louder 
in his bedraggled life. Water cascaded around him and engulfed the fur 
surrounding him, swishing like helpless seaweed in a current-filled sea.

As he resurfaced, Arlo choked up water, desperate to get the uncomfortable 
liquid out of his inside. As he looked across the pup’s back, he was surprised 
to see they had made good progress.

She staggered the other side, fur heavy from the water. Arlo was prepared, 
as he dug through the thick, slimy fur to find the dripping skin beneath. 
He bit down hard, relishing the soft feel of the flesh.

But the pup did not shake her fur dry. Instead, she raised the dreaded pad 
and began to engulf him in a gravel-filled storm. He felt the rocks wedged 
in the pad scorch across his body. He bit down again and again, panic 
rising in his stomach.

A second pad appeared, but now, the pup didn’t have enough paws to keep 
her balance. Arlo heard a terrible yelp, as she skidded across the gravel 
down toward the water’s edge. A wave of fear submerged his head as he 
thought of all the terrible pains he was about to experience.
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It wasn’t long before the cold, hunger filled shores dragged them down 
once more. The last thing he saw were huge, flailing paws, struggling to 
grab the pup’s pelt.

He held on tight to the pup, as he trusted her to keep him safe. But even she 
was unprepared. The current threw her around, playing with her, testing 
her. Her paws flailed around, and Arlo could feel them rapidly heading 
downstream.

They resurfaced, each gulping in mouthfuls of air. Arlo caught a glimpse of 
a dusty pelt, chasing after her pup along the riverbank. Arlo knew that if 
he slipped off, they wouldn’t come back for him. They thought of him as a 
grotesque, unwelcome visitor.

As they submerged, Arlo made out dim, mossy shapes looming in the 
shadows. Rocks. They were nearing the waterfall.

Arlo clung on to the soaked, heavy fur. He could make out the shape of 
their far-down death, and as he felt them drop. He felt the world slow 
down. As he looked around, he relished the last sites of the beautiful land 
these foxes called home. Finally, the world went black.

Hours later…

Arlo threw up water, coughing and choking until cold air rushed into his 
lungs. Alive? How? 

The pup was struggling to stand up, the bubbly energy that once lingered 
now gone.

As he looked around, he noticed the world had gone dark, the monstrous 
oak that touched the sky above them was dim and intimidating. He felt 
a rush of pity toward the pup. She was lost, cold, hungry, and alone. He 
had always been alone, so this didn’t bother him. He was lucky the vixen 
hadn’t killed him earlier.

She managed to stand and head into the comforting undergrowth. As he 
looked back, he realised they were on the other side of the valley. How far 
had they travelled?

A mouse leapt across the leaves, and the pup slammed her paws down on 
it. She stared for quite a while as the mouse strained against her hefty 
paws. She picked it up by the tail and nipped swiftly. She sighed with 
content as she sank her teeth into the warm flesh. Though he found prey 
detestable, he relaxed, feeling the tension was lost.

As a single morsel remained, she engulfed the mouse in ravishing licks, 
and tucked it under a patch of leaves. Her huge ears twitched, sending a 
wave of wind toward him. He clung onto a strand of fur, putting all his 
energy into holding on. As it decreased, he sighed with frustration. He 
despised this feeling.

As she neatly folded her legs beneath her soft, round belly, a rustle was 
heard in the ferns ahead.

He was about to nip into her skin when it suddenly tightened, hard as a 
rock. He stared in shock as the hairs along he back slowly began to rise. He 
could sense danger ahead.

A round, black, wet nose thrust its way out of the bushes, twitching as it 
inhaled the scent of the helpless pup. A round, brown head slid out, and 
slowly rose to expose two broad shoulders and strong hind legs. It roared, 
fleck of saliva spitting out of its grotesque jaw. Arlo cringed back in fear 
as a tide of saliva headed toward his feeble self. It engulfed him, swirling 
bubbles spinning around his limp body. The downy fur began to soak up 
the saliva, drooping in the weight of the liquid.

The bear, however, was lumbering toward her, jaws parted, prepared to 
strike. The pup closed her eyes, accepting the intimidating death that lay 
ahead. As the jaws jerked down, a flash of dusty fur flashed in between 
them. Arlo recognised the fur instantly. It scraped gravel filled claws 
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across the bears glittering black eyes, scarlet blood spraying across the 
damp leaves beneath them.

Arlo felt the sticky substance plastered to his cheek, though he ignored it. 
He was focused on the flash of fur he had seen before the gruesome animal 
had lost its eye. It Sat up, panting, crusty blood streaked across her fur. It 
must be… the vixen!

Arlo wriggled with delight for the pup, as she bounded forward, fluffing 
her fur up with exhilaration. She caressed her mother’s soft fur in a loving, 
joy-filled way. Arlo relaxed, as all the fear was lost.

Suddenly, the pup slumped down, causing a headache to pierce through his 
head. He heard the soft rumble of the pup, who had lost consciousness. The 
vixen, and the pup’s brother, curled up beside her, them too slipping out of 
consciousness. Arlo too felt sleep nearing his soul, engulfing him until he 
too fell into a soft slumber. Shortlisted Entry

Story of a Tide Mouse 

By Anya Prince
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Story of a Tide Mouse

Far away in a mercity there was a tide mouse. Tide mice are like house 
mice except they are smaller and have blue fur with green fins and webbed 
paws. In this particular mercity tide mice are servants of the queen. They 
do little jobs like carrying messages and helping in the kitchen. But the 
tide mouse that we’re talking about was particularly lucky because she was 
a pet for princess Ariel (the same Ariel we know from The Little Mermaid). 
One evening when the tide mouse was going to the kitchens she heard 
some voices. One voice was very rough and coarse and said “We’ll do it 
tonight. We need to get the princess to the Leviathan before it gets too 
angry”. Then a different voice said (a little higher pitched) “Yes, we’ll 
need to do the kidnapping tonight, there’s no time to lose”. The gruff voice 
spoke again “Shhh keep your voice down, we don’t want the cooks to hear 
us”. The tide mouse rushed back to Ariel. “We need to get away, there’s 
a plan to kidnap you, princess”. “But Nairee” said the princess (for that 
was the tide mouse’s name) “why would anyone want to kidnap me?” “I 
don’t know” answered Nairee. “But they want to take you to something 
called Leviathan”. Just then they heard the dinner bell ringing. “I need to 
go downstairs to get some dinner. We can talk about it afterwards”. Nairee 
followed the princess downstairs. “Please Ariel, we need to be ready”.

By the time dinner was finished Nairee had stopped trying to persuade 
Ariel that there was a plot to kidnap her. “I’ll have to stay up tonight” 
thought Nairee “and see the kidnappers for myself”. That night though 
she tried Nairee could not stay up and quickly fell asleep. Later, Nairee 
was woken up by the same voices she had heard plotting against the 
princess. “There she is” said the squeaky one. “Shut up or you’ll rouse 
the whole palace” said the gruff voice. “Ok, ok” said the squeaky voice 
again, slightly quieter. Nairee then heard some rustling and what sounded 
like something being put into a bag and then a door opening and footsteps 
going downstairs. She followed the kidnappers and in the light of the hall 
she saw them for the first time. One was very tall and skinny, the other 
had a huge muscular body and looked very ferocious. He was holding a bag 

that looked suspiciously princess shaped. And they were not mermaids or 
humans, they were like the merfolk themselves except they had no tail, 
instead they had legs like a human and light blue skin, gills on their necks 
and shell daggers in their belts.

The blue men went outside where a sea dragon waited, chained to a post. 
Then they hopped on the sea dragon’s back with Ariel still in their grasp, 
undid the chain keeping the sea dragon to the post, whipped the dragon and 
it started to swim/fly off into the distance. Nairee quickly started talking 
to one of the hippocampi that was in one of the stables. “Please may I ride 
you?” she said “for I need to save the princess”. The hippocampus gladly 
agreed and leapt out of the stables. The tide mouse climbed onto its back 
and they started chasing the water dragon.

As they got further away from the merpalace, they started to see seagrass 
farms with sea cows and sea bulls grazing. They also saw a mergirl herding 
a bale of turtles. The land was fairly barren and they were on a wide plain 
of sand. As it started to get light they saw the sea dragon stop. “Maybe 
they’ve stopped for something to eat”, Nairee said, “I’m quite hungry 
myself”. “Perhaps” said the hippocampus. “Let’s go find out”.

They started to creep towards the water dragon. As they got closer, they 
saw the wriggling form that must be the princess. And they saw the two 
blue men. Indeed they were stopping for something to eat. They had 
taken out a loaf of coral bread and some butter. “I wish we had some 
food” Nairee complained. “We could always steal some of theirs” said 
the hippocampus. “But that would be stealing!” said Nairee, pointing out 
the obvious. “Well, yes” replied the hippocampus “but they did kidnap 
the princess”. “True” said Nairee thoughtfully then started to think of 
her hunger and immediately agreed. “You’re small, you won’t need to 
eat much” said the hippocampus. She then waited till the blue men had 
finished eating and were starting to talk about their plans for the princess. 
Then the hippocampus crept around behind their backs while they were 
talking and quickly snatched a piece of bread in her mouth. Then did the 
same thing with a chunk of butter. “All right, now we’ve got our breakfast, 
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let’s see what they do next” said the hippocampus, handing Nairee the 
corner of the bread and a miniscule chunk of butter. “What if they notice 
that some of their food is gone?” said Nairee worriedly. “If they notice then 
we will have to swim for the hills faster than a mako shark!” replied the 
hippocampus.

Just then the sea dragon swung its great head to look at them. “Oh, oh” 
said Nairee and the hippocampus simultaneously. The sea dragon roared, 
making the blue men jump (and Ariel too) and frightening a nearby group 
of seals. The blue men leapt up and started to chase them. “Hey you know 
what I said about swimming for the hills …” said the hippocampus. “Yeah, 
what about it?” said Nairee. “Do that now!” replied the hippocampus. And 
the two started swimming for their lives. As they were swimming one of 
the seals approached them. “Come with me” said the seal quietly so the 
blue men wouldn’t hear. “I know a secret cave in the rock face, you can 
hide there”. The seal quickly showed them a way to the cave and they hid 
inside it. Now that they had a moment to stop running they saw that the 
seal was not really a seal at all. It was like a seal except tucked up against 
its skin were wings like a dragon, but more see-through and with little 
webbed claws on the ends. “You are not a seal, you’re a …” said Nairee. 
“I don’t know what you are”. “I’m a deagon” said the creature “and my 
name is Holes”. “Hello” said Nairee “my name is Nairee and this is … “ 
she said pointing to the hippocampus. Then she realised she hadn’t asked 
the hippocampus’s name. “My name is Miria” replied Miria.

Suddenly they heard the swoosh of a water dragon starting to swim/fly. 
“Oh no” cried Nairee “the blue men are taking off”. Then they all rushed 
outside the cave, Nairee hopped on Miria and they all swam frantically 
after the water dragon. As they were running Holes asked a question. 
“What are you doing out here, chasing after blue men?” “Well, you see” 
said Nairee “they’ve kidnapped the princess Ariel”. “Where are they taking 
her?” asked Holes curiously. “I don’t know but I think they’re taking her 
to something called the Leviathan.” “Oh” said Holes. “I’ve heard of the 
Leviathan. It’s a big sea serpent with lots of heads. But look on the bright 
side, they’re not there yet!”. They swam for what seemed like hours. 

Then, they heard a big boom and bits of driftwood started coming down. 
“Oh oh” said Miria. “We must have entered the Kraken sea.” “Kraken!?” 
said Nairee. “Ariel told me about those. Aren’t they really huge squids?”. 
“Yep, that’s them” replied Holes. “Oh dear!” they all said in unison. “But 
the blue men went that way, we’ll have to as well”. Above their heads 
another ominous boom sounded. “That’s probably the Kraken destroying 
another ship” thought Nairee worriedly. “That explains all this driftwood” 
she then said aloud more worriedly. “Don’t get your tail in a knot” said 
Miria. “We’re probably just going to pass under the Kraken without him 
noticing us”. Just then they saw a huge shape looming out of the ocean in 
front of them. “Or maybe not” said Holes. When the Kraken came closer 
they could see it more clearly. It was indeed a giant squid, and in one 
tentacle it was holding the blue men and the sea dragon, and in another 
it was holding Ariel. And the other hundred of its tentacles were slowly 
creeping towards them. “Don’t worry” said Miria “I know how to deal 
with this”. “How?” said Holes and Nairee together. “Run!” shouted Miria. 
“No” said Nairee “we need to save Ariel, the blue men and the dragon”. 
“You want to save the blue men?” questioned Miria. “Well, they may have 
kidnapped Ariel but they still don’t deserve to die”. “True” said Holes “but 
we’re fighting a Kraken, not just merfolk”. “I know” said Nairee “but 
still, we’ve got to try!”. Then one of the Kraken’s giant tentacles snaked 
out and grabbed Miria’s tail. “Help!” cried Miria. Just then the Kraken 
held one of the blue men upside down and his dagger fell out of his belt. 
Quickly, Nairee darted out and grabbed the dagger in her teeth and started 
to cut away at the Kraken’s tentacle. On her first cut the Kraken barely 
flinched but as she started to get deeper the Kraken started lashing out. 
But Nairee was so small that it could not see her. When Holes realised what 
Nairee was trying to do she grabbed the dagger out of Nairee’s mouth with 
her claw and started hacking away at the Kraken’s tentacle much more 
efficiently. However, the Kraken could see Holes and started trying to grab 
him. “Stop hacking at its tentacle, I can do it” said Nairee “It can’t see 
me”. “If you say so” said Holes warily not looking entirely convinced but 
handing the dagger back. Nairee quickly resumed hacking at the tentacle 
but the Kraken was drawing its tentacle closer so Nairee started hacking 
harder and harder. Finally, when Miria was just about to be eaten, the 
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tentacle was cut through. “Quick, we need to kill it” said Nairee. “But 
how?” asked Holes. “I know” said Miria. “I’ve drawn the royal coach many 
times and I’ve heard travellers speaking and they say the only way to kill 
a Kraken is to stab a blade right through its pupil.” “Well, isn’t that going 
to be easy” said Holes sarcastically. “Don’t argue” said Nairee “but Holes 
is right, how are we going to stab the dagger right through its eye?” “I 
have an idea” said Miria with a mischievous glint in her eye. She quickly 
gathered bits of driftwood and piled them into a dome shape. Then asked 
Holes to make his body very straight. Then Miria placed the very straight 
Holes on top of the dome and it worked a lot like a seasaw. Now he put 
Nairee on Holes’ tail and pushed Holes’ head down as hard as she could. 
“Ow, that hurt!” complained Holes. But this action had catapulted Nairee 
up onto the Kraken’s body, and she still had the dagger in her mouth. 
That’s when she realised Miria’s plan. Quickly, she scurried along the 
Kraken’s body towards its eye. Just then the Kraken turned its great eye 
to look straight at her. Now that she was so close she knew it could see 
her and quickly stabbed its pupil. The blade sank right down to the hilt. 
The Kraken collapsed dead on the sea bed. “Hurray!” shouted Holes as 
Nairee scampered off the dead body. Ariel was still helpless, tied up inside 
her sacks. By now the blue men were climbing out of the Kraken’s grasp. 
Then Nairee had an idea. “I just have to do something” and she scurried 
to Ariel’s sack and nibbled a hole inside. “Nairee!” exclaimed Ariel. “You 
were right, I should have listened to you, but now it’s too late. How did 
you find me?”. “I was woken up by the blue men. They’re the ones who 
have kidnapped you. And I followed you all the way here”. “Really? How 
did you move so quickly?”. “A hippocampus named Miria let me ride her. 
And a deagon named Holes joined us along the way”. Just then they heard 
the voices of the blue men approaching. “I’d better get out of here. I was 
just checking if you are ok”. “Oh, I’m fine Nairee” replied Ariel “now get 
out before they see you”. Nairee quickly scurried out of the bag. The blue 
men must have decided to stop for the day because they didn’t take off 
on their dragon. “I guess we’re staying here too” said Holes. “I know” 
agreed Miria “but I wish we had some food. I’m starving!”. “Me too” said 
Nairee. “Me three” added in Holes. “We could steal some of the blue men’s 
food again” suggested Miria. “No! Remember last time??” said Nairee. 

“Yeah” said Miria. “I guess not then.” “But what are we going to eat?” 
said Holes. “I have an idea” said Miria. “We could all eat sea grass!”. “Only 
you can do that because you are a hippocampus” said Nairee. “Oh yeah” 
said Miria. “Oops, I forgot”. “We could make some coral cakes” suggested 
Nairee. “But we don’t have an oven” said Holes. “Oh yeah” said Nairee 
disappointedly. Then brightened up. “We’re idiots!” said Nairee slapping 
her forehead with a paw. “The answer is right in front of us. Seaweed! 
We can eat seaweed. The merfolk can only have it stewed, but we can 
eat seaweed raw if we like. I know it’s not very nice but it’s better than 
nothing”. “True” agreed Holes.

They spent another day following the blue men and eating sea grass and 
seaweed. Then they came to the border of the blue men’s land. There 
they stopped. The blue men are very suspicious creatures and the border 
was guarded. “State your business” said the guard to the blue men. “We 
are here because of Leviathan”. “Oh” said the guard and the kidnappers 
quickly passed. Meanwhile Nairee and the others had slipped past and 
continued following the blue men. They travelled till sundown and then 
camped not far from the blue men so they could hear snippets of their 
conversation. “We’d better not be too late because of your foolishness” 
said the bean pole to the strong one. “We won’t be too late, I promise” said 
the strong one slinking back. “We’d better not be” threatened the bean 
pole again. The strong one whimpered and slunk further back. “Never 
mind that now” he said nervously. “What about those animals who saved 
us from that Kraken?” “Hmmmm…” said the skinny one. “Could they be 
the same ones that stole our food?” “I don’t think so” replied the strong 
one. “I mean, they would’ve had to have followed us all that way”. “True” 
agreed the skinny one. “I wonder where they are now. We can talk about it 
in the morning. Right now let’s get some sleep”.

The next morning Nairee woke with a start and realised they must’ve slept 
in. “Oh no” she said, quickly waking the others. She could still see the 
faint shape of the sea dragon in the distance. “We slept in” she quickly 
explained. “And the blue men are getting away”. “Oh no” said Holes and 
Miria together and they all started swimming. Eventually they caught up 
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with the sea dragon. After a few hours they came to a blue man city called 
Akrilla. They followed the blue men to a quiet side alley where they heard 
them whispering. “Should we take her to the king?” the strong one said. 
“No, there is no time!” said the bean pole. “We have to go to the Leviathan 
straight away”. “Ok” said the strong one. “Let’s go”.

As they kept heading south, the buildings gradually started getting taller. 
Before long they came to a huge rocky cliff with a cave inside. Then the blue 
men started to get agitated. “Are you sure we should do this?” the strong 
one said. “Of course I’m sure” the bean pole replied. “Remember, we’re 
doing this to save our town”. “Okay” said the strong one warily. “The 
Leviathan must be in that cave” noted Miria. Nairee gasped. “That means 
that our chance to save the princess is now or never”. “Yes, but how?” 
added Holes. By now the blue men had entered the cave. “We’d better go 
after them”. In the gloom they could hear the blue men’s footsteps, so 
it was easy to follow them. The cave was completely silent, which gave 
Nairee an idea and she quickly whispered her plan to her friend. She 
quickly scampered up the walls, making as much noise as she could. One 
of the men paused. “What was that?” he whispered. “What was what?” his 
partner whispered back. Nairee scratched the wall again. “That!” said the 
first voice. “Oh, that!” said the second. “I don’t know what it is”. “What if 
it’s Leviathan?” said the first voice. The second voice didn’t answer. They 
walked on in silence with Nairee scratching the wall while following them. 
Eventually they stopped. “We need to find out what that noise is” said the 
second voice. Just then Nairee jumped onto the neck of the strong one, 
digging her claws in. He screamed. In the dark he couldn’t see what had 
attacked him was only a small tide mouse. Then they heard a thump and 
footsteps slowly retreating. “They must’ve dropped Ariel and run away” 
thought Nairee. Meanwhile, Holes was outside, waiting for the blue men to 
come out. When they did, he acted like a monster to make sure they didn’t 
come back. Back inside the cave Miria was hunting around in the dark 
for Ariel. She soon found Ariel and they all met outside the cave. She had 
chewed through Ariel’s ropes. “Nairee!” Ariel said. “Thank you!”

Shortlisted Entry
Nigel Cheesington 

By Caleb Ng
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Nigel Cheesington

THE BLUE PAPER SHREDDING BIN, LONDON

On a cold and blustery day - the fifth of August to be exact - a small, 
young  mouse shivered in the morning mist of London.

Nigel Cheesington was not like other mice. He had brown fur, hazel eyes, 
a tip of white on his ear, and a keen interest in technology. He had kind 
features, but an air of sadness about him which marked him as an outcast.

It was quite unfair, really. Two years ago, his father Christopher ‘Circuit-
board’ Cheesington had chewed through almost every single electronic 
wire in Greater London. This eventually shut down most of the power, 
and with it, human and animal services alike.

Those were the Dark Days. This happened in winter, so all living beings 
had to huddle together for warmth. There was despair and much chattering 
of teeth. Nigel was not born yet. Christopher himself soon passed away 
after chewing through a high-voltage power line.

Nonetheless, the stigma remained. Since then, every respectable 
mousehole (which almost all are) he tried to enter was declined with 
a slammed door. There was even a poster of him in the mouse capital 
Cheeseworld, with a single word – shun - under it.

So he lived from bin to bin. These days, he was located in a blue paper
shredding bin, just outside a local establishment called Tinkle Teahouse. 
Blue bins were his favourite type. They were warm and dry, and the 
writing within was often interesting. He had lived in this one for quite a 
few months.

Suddenly, there was a commotion. Some sheets of paper fell through the 
slit at the top. A pink slip especially caught his eye.

OPERATION: MOUSERINSE                                                          
Get MouseRinse at Level 103 Empire State Building. Disperse agent. 
Deploy MouseRinse via Metal Bird 8, 00:00 hours GMT +0, 13th August.

W.H.A.C.K.? He’d seen that before. But MouseRinse? Metal Bird? That 
didn’t make any sense! “I should really go and investigate.” thought Nigel, “If 
the paper came from that teahouse over there, that should be where I start
looking!”

TINKLE “TEAHOUSE”, LONDON

After equipping himself with a kit of useful tools, Nigel hopped through the 
slit in the lid and scurried into the open world. He headed to the teahouse.

To be honest, the teahouse always seemed deserted. Nigel had never 
actually seen any patrons there. In the early morning light, it seemed 
especially abandoned. Nigel figured that he could climb up the door and 
simply enter through the mail slot.

THUMP! Ouch!

While Nigel thought about getting in, he didn’t think about landing. “Oof!” 
He exclaimed.

This was loud enough to attract human attention. A large shadow 
materialised at the door. “Who is it?” boomed a deep, powerful voice. 
“We’re not open… yet!” 

W.H.A.C.K
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OPERATION: MOUSERINSE
MouseRinse is a new technology being developed by us in our top-
secret facility, Floor 103, Empire State Building. This technology 
is a type of poison that only kills mice. Once it is in the world’s 
water supply it will be unstoppable. It is encased in steel watertight 

capsules and requires a command to open the capsule.

W.H.A.C.K

Suddenly afraid, Nigel ran all the way back home to the Blue Bin. He had 
only just over a week to stop this madness.

THE BLUE PAPER SHREDDING BIN, LONDON

Back at the blue bin, Nigel went into the safe compartment that protected 
him from the paper collectors that swung by every Monday. His brain was 
on overdrive. He searched the MouseCloud for information about this new 
poison. Nothing.

“EEK! I’ve always known that W.H.A.C.K. doesn’t like mice, but I didn’t 
think they wanted to kill us!” exclaimed Nigel. “I need to get to the Empire 
State Building! But it’s so very very far away.”

“Did someone mention the Empire State Building?” enquired a weathered
looking mallard duck, peeking through the slit.

Nigel was surprised. It was Steven Quackman, the local journeyman. He 
hadn’t been seen for weeks. In the warmer months, they often shared 
breadcrumbs together.

“Oh Steven! I’ve discovered a terrible plot against my kind. Say, would you 
be able to fly me to the Empire State Building?”

Steven agreed, saying he’d been there a dozen times. Fast as an eagle, Nigel
packed his necessities and jumped on Steven’s back.

It was the teahouse owner - Theodore McLarry the Third, or Ted to his 
friends. His robust voice was mismatched with his short stature and 
advanced age. His older eyes completely missed the lithe frame of the 
little mouse.

Nigel ran along the edge of the hallway and up the main stairs of the 
teahouse. Being the technophile that he was, he made straight for the 
office. The soft bleeps and hums of the computers naturally attracted him.

The office door had a sign which sent shivers up his spine:

WORLDWIDE HARDY ANTIRODENT CAPTURE KOMPANY
AUTHORISED ACCESS ONLY

(yes, W.H.A.C.K. – whether they were poor spellers or just loved the 
acronym, who knows).

“To pieces with that rule,” muttered Nigel, “I need to get to the bottom of 
this!” As fast as you could say ‘cucumber sandwich’, he picked the lock, 
and made entry. (By the way, this is no easy feat for a mouse, who has to 
hang on to the doorknob with one hand and pick the lock with the other).

Upon entering the office, Nigel scanned the room, trying to find any
information lying around. 

Something seemed off. There was no mess of papers, stationery or sticky 
notes that one would usually associate with the running of a business. 
“This place is as neat as Buckingham Palace!” realised Nigel. In the centre of a 
room was a simple wooden desk, with a beige computer and name plaque 
on it. “Theodore McLarry the Third”. Of course.

What had he stumbled into? Was it some kind of secret operation?

Just when he was about to give up, he found a pink slip of paper, hiding 
just below the keyboard. This is what it said: 
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SOMEWHERE OVER THE ATLANTIC OCEAN

Soon, whilst soaring across the Atlantic Ocean, Nigel was filling Steven in
about W.H.A.C.K., Operation MouseRinse, and the pink slips.

“Right now, they are planning to exterminate all the mice in the world 

with a poison codenamed MouseRinse.”

“What’s your plan?”

“Err... I don’t know yet.”

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, LEVEL 103

As mouse and mallard snuck into the W.H.A.C.K.’s laboratory, Nigel was
carefully avoiding security while Steven kept a lookout.

In the heart of the laboratory, the MouseRinse capsules, shiny as newly 
polished armour, was heavily guarded by armed security guards and glass 
walls. It was a high security operation.

To the side of the glass walls, Nigel noticed sheets of documents being 
poured down the shredding chute, every single one of them pink and 
marked ‘Confidential’.

“Mmm. We may not be able to get to the MouseRinse, but we could 
get down that chute. It may contain important information about their 
operations”, suggested Nigel in hushed tones.

The pair slowly made their way to the chute, getting ready to rappel down 
the chute with a makeshift harness. Suddenly, they heard voices and 
footsteps approaching. “Hurry!”, whispered Steven, both making haste. 
“They are taking the paper to shred!”

At the bottom of the chute, Nigel began throwing documents at Steven who 
scanned each one with their portable scanner, uploading it onto the
MouseCloud.

A voice yelled. “Stop right there, you mallard! How did you get in here?
Security, we need security right now!”

Spotting the fast approaching hulking figure, Nigel leaped onto Steven’s 
back and both took to the air just as that man’s fingers reached to grab 
Steven’s tail. “Arrgghh, he got one of my feathers! Let’s go!” muttered 
Steven angrily. With a few strong flaps of his weathered wings, he soon 
sped out of the building.

BAY OF BISCAY, OFF THE COAST OF FRANCE

“Phew! That was close!” exhaled Steven, “We barely escaped! What’s the 
next step?”

“We’re going to France, specifically the top of Arc de Triomphe in Paris
because that’s W.H.A.C.K.’s base!” replied Nigel, “I’ve figured out from the
documents we obtained, that Metal Bird 8 is a helicopter and that the base 
is Arc de Triomphe! I’ve got another pink slip, this time it’s Metal Bird 8’s 
flight path!”

METAL BIRD 8 HELICOPTER FLIGHT PATH
1. Start at Arc de Triomphe.
2. Pick up all MouseRinse capsules from Empire
State Building.
3. Disperse MouseRinse into key waterways.
4. Activate capsules on 13th August @ 00:00 hours.
5. Operation: MouseRinse complete.

W.H.A.C.K
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ARC DE TRIOMPHE, PARIS

Nigel entered through the roof of Arc de Triomphe. What a location to 
house W.H.A.C.K.’s base. As soon as Nigel’s little paws touched the floor, 
a recording started to play.

“Hello little mouse and mallard, I have been waiting for you. You may have 
found us, but you will never stop us. The MouseRinse will be activated in 
4 hours. Our helicopter has taken off for our top-secret laboratory. This is
Theodore McLarry the Third, head of W.H.A.C.K.”

The duo heard a helicopter take off and felt helpless.

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

Steven tried hard to keep up with the helicopter, but ended up arriving at 
the Empire State Building many hours behind. 

“I see Metal Bird 8! They are loading those dreaded MouseRinse capsules 
up now! Drop me off as close as you can, Steven.” instructed Nigel.

As his little paws touched the ground, Whirr went the helicopter. It had 
taken off to deliver its deadly payload. “We’re too late!” said Nigel.

“I can’t keep up with these Metal Birds. You’ll have to think of something
else.”

Nigel realised a high-tech solution was required. He climbed back into the
secret laboratory. Finding an empty terminal, he put his coding skills to 
task, and hacked into the W.H.A.C.K. server.

SERVER
REPROGRAM Y/N? Y

COMMAND: “LOCK MOUSERINSE CAPSULES” ON ACTIVATE COMMAND
WARNING: THIS WILL MAKE MOUSERISE CAPSULES INEFFECTIVE.

DO YOU WISH TO PROCEED Y/N? Y

W.H.A.C.K

“That should do it”, whispered Nigel.

W.H.A.C.K. HEAD OFFICE, AKA TINKLE “TEAHOUSE”,
LONDON

Back in London, the head of W.H.A.C.K. (also known as Theodore McLarry
the Third) sent the activation sequence.

He had an unnamed mouse in a glass jar, waiting for it to become poisoned.
Minutes passed. Nothing happened.

Ted’s face welled up in indignation. “What happened? I don’t understand!
Those blasted mice!”

Meanwhile, hundreds of shiny MouseRinse capsules lay safely locked up, 
in the bottom of various rivers and oceans.

CHEESEWORLD, AMERSTERDAM

“Have you heard what the mallards have been saying? Nigel saved us 
all from W.H.A.C.K.’s evil scheme!” exclaimed an elderly mouse in the 
Cheeseworld town square.

“And to think how poorly we treated him!” added another mouse. “Look! 
Here he comes!” “Let’s give him a well-deserved welcome and applause!”

Nigel came walking into the town square, awkward from all the attention. 
There were posters of him with the word “Hero” written on it. No more 
shunning. 

Who could have imagined. A little mouse who uncovered a plot from a 
multinational organisation, starting in his own bin-yard. Who saved his 
kind using nothing but his wits and bravery.

“Three cheers for Nigel Cheesington! The mouse who whacked W.H.A.C.K.
and saved us all!”
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WRITING AWARD 2021

Middle Category 
Year 7-8

Winning Entry
Sometimes I Like to Pretend

By Erin Hardy
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“This reinforces that a picture tells a thousand words. 
A good representation of a huge current issue that 
sticks with you after reading."

Kirsten Cooper
2021 Golden Pen Writing Award
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Shortlisted Entry
Grandmother’s Kitchen

By Dante Crean
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Grandmother’s Kitchen

Law was a tall teenager, who despite this, fit nicely in his short 
grandmother’s house. It was as if the house had grown around him, fitted 
for purpose. More than ten years ago, his father, who Law remembered 
as having kind eyes, ‘passed’ away. ‘Passed’ implied that it was ordinary 
for his father to move from life to whatever comes after. That day wasn’t 
ordinary, Law was taking his first and last Ferris Wheel ride with his 
father. During the temporary pause at the top, Law had jokingly rocked 
the carriage. A cool sharp wind swept across Law’s skin and his father 
lurched sharply before becoming still. Doctors said that it was heart 
failure but Law grew up with family whispers renaming heart failure as 
medical cover for dark spirits. Soon after his father’s stillness, his mother 
ran away unable to survive life, without her husband, or with the young 
son who looked so much like his father. That was how Law came to live 
with his Grandma.

They were an odd pair, she shorter and rounder and he taller and leaner, 
but they fit into each other’s embrace like Lego. She cooked for him and he 
endured school for her. Anything else was unimportant to Grandmother. 
A complication of medicine and disregard for Chinese ways at birth had 
left Law with highlighter green eyes and his trademark blue hair. While 
Law tried his best for her at school, he could never shake the rebellious 
perception his appearance conveyed. As a little boy, he learnt to give up 
and fly under the radar, in the classroom. As a teenager, he extended his 
reserve to the world outside Grandmother’s kitchen and a good day was a 
day he went unnoticed.

Over the years, the old woman seemed determined to ensure that Law 
took up cooking. “we can overcome the biggest fear, with one small bowl 
of soup Law” she would sing song in the kitchen. Cooking wasn’t high on 
his list of priorities, somewhere after reading graphic novels and before 
cleaning the bathroom. Nonetheless, the kitchen was the heart of their 
home and he did his homework while she chopped and stirred. It was 
inevitable that Law picked up the basics of the family dishes. It seemed 

like Grandmother never stopped cooking and it also seemed like Law never 
stopped being hungry.

One day, Law had enough. Not even the promise of eating dumplings that 
night could motivate him to fold one more. He stretched out on the couch 
and his grandmother came to sit beside him. Law focussed intently on the 
screen, burying his frustration with what she about to say. “Law, why can’t 
you help, making small village chicken” she pleaded softly. Grandmother 
watched the flickering screen while waiting for Law to respond. Sometime 
between the fireman rescuing the baby and the doctor solving the patient 
zero mystery, Grandmother feel asleep beside a snoring Law. It was a sharp 
cool breeze, through the window, that stirred them awake. The telephone 
rang out, and their bodies jumped, charged by an ordinary sound bearing 
anything but ordinary news.

It wasn’t like Law was going to miss his mother because he didn’t 
remember her. There was however, something massive about knowing 
you had no living parents. Since ‘small village chicken night’, Law noticed 
Grandmother had not stopped cooking. She was relentless and Law had to 
routinely deliver food to neighbours. This meant running the sympathy 
gauntlet and he had learned how to time his drop offs to avoid well meant 
consolations.

Law sat at the kitchen bench going through the mail. Navigating the 
formality of this world was beyond Grandmother’s family-based English 
so Law took on the household bills and paperwork. Grandmother silently 
left milk and cookies beside the pile of papers in appreciation for what 
she couldn’t understand. Law was grateful she had taken a break from 
encouraging him to cook. He made sure his penmanship and bank transfers 
were pristine. He couldn’t quite see why she wanted to complete some of 
these forms but since ‘small village chicken night’, Law didn’t question 
Grandmother. The smell of black bean baked fish triggered saliva in his 
mouth and he smiled at her warmly. She twinkled back at him, a big force 
in Law’s small world. He was left thinking she was holding a secret.
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That Saturday night was mundane until the electricity snapped off. Law 
looked at his devices, suddenly rendered useless and went in search of 
Grandmother. He found her beside the switch box, and noticed a spark of 
joy in her eye. “Time for shopping La, I need grocery for tomorrow”, she 
cheerfully demanded. With all this cooking, Grandmother always needed 
groceries. He grabbed his coat and keys and noticed she was already good 
to go.

Her small body turned the steering wheel of her little yellow beetle and he 
grinned at her ability to manoeuvre the ancient bug through Chinatown’s 
busy streets. The music surprised Law, which is probably why he cracked 
his head on the car roof as he unfolded himself from her compact car. 
He took Grandmother’s arm, sensing her excitement and wondered why 
late-night groceries were so felicitous. Determinedly, she led him through 
the crowd and he noticed they were not stopping at her usual haunts. Law 
began to suspect Grandmother had a mischievous mission.

Miniature stars shone infecting the vast night sky with a pearl glow. 
Lanterns swung in the wind, and the sweet smell of barbecue pork tickled 
deep in Law’s throat. The crowd parted letting Grandmother and Law 
through. People he had always known were smiling at them and Law 
realised something was definitely cooking.

“Hello everyone, as you might know my name is Thyme and this is 
Chinatown Cooks!!!” Quickly Law calculated, 3 open air cooking stations, 
a big crowd, 2 chefs and a smiling round Grandmother. She wouldn’t have 
he hoped, as he realised, she had. “Come and meet tonight’s contestants, 
here we have Jubilee Pink.” Law watched a tiny girl putting on a fluro 
apron and was reminded of Grandmother saying “beware of things 
in small packages”. The next contestant, ran by the name Teflon and 
nothing was going to stick to him or his oily hair. The crowd around 
Law shuffled. “Our third contestant, is a local boy, Law Chung Yette.” 
A firm shove came from Grandmother as Law was moved towards the 
cooking station. He recalled the paperwork, he didn’t quite understand 
and realised it must have been the entry form.

Law quickly cut a strip off the chef’s apron, using it too tie his hair back 
in a hirsute dumpling. He looked at Grandmother, who was beaming. Well 
she had always wanted him to cook. “Chefs are you ready. 3… 2… 1… 
Go!!!” Law threw the cooks knife in the air and as the handle landed across 
his palm, he began to cut the ginger and flew through the preparation of 
his family dishes.

A ghoulish wind swept across the crowd. Law sucked in his breath and 
searched the many faces for Grandmother. For a second he longed for her 
kitchen. Smells of spices and frying foods hung in their air above Law’s 
station. Aromas sunk into the ground and Law could feel his family’s love 
swirl around him as he cooked. He added chicken to a hot wok and the 
sizzle brought a wild cheer from the crowd. Was that Grandmother
dancing? He focused on the bench hearing her words, “With one small 
dumpling, we can overcome the biggest fear”. He paused to smile at 
Grandmother, and her eyes pierced him with pride.

WHOOSH. A cold air flew at Law. A dark shadow grabbing at his heart. 
Then silence. He couldn’t move. He watched as the world continued but 
he knew this wind. It had been with him the night his father died, and it 
woke him just before the call of his mother’s passing. Grandmother had 
stopped suddenly. This wind, this great waft, this threat to his family, he 
knew it just as he knew the family recipes. He cracked the wok down hard 
and flavour burst into the air, vanquishing the deathly waft. Grandmother 
was released, dancing again, and Law understood why he must cook and 
keep cooking.

When the moon had reached its peak and when his watch was leaning 
towards 12. The yellow bug arrived home. “I’m just going to set the stock 
for tomorrow so it can cook through the night” she whispered. Law looked 
at Grandmother and knew why she was always cooking and squeezed her 
hand. “Maybe I should cut the garlic for you” he offered. “You big shot! 
Win one competition and suddenly you think you can make All Night Soup. 
You still have a lot to learn.” Grandmother chuckled. Law felt like he had 
learnt enough for one night, and stepped into the warmth of the kitchen. 
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Click, click, click went the gas stove as the flame uncurled and they both 
reached for chopping boards and the usual suspects that formed the base 
of any family soup. “With one small bowl of soup, we can overcome the 
biggest fear.” Law said and Grandmother sighed with relief.

…
A lifetime later, bashing shiny woks flung all sorts of vegetables. The 
peaceful hum of dishwashers and warmth of ovens roared under the busy 
noise of the restaurant kitchen. Mouth-watering aromas circled over each 
customer as families came to celebrate their rituals at ‘Grandmother’s 
Kitchen’. Law paused at the photo of Grandmother, presiding over 
everyone at the stove and smiled. “Dad, I don’t want to learn anymore 
family dishes, I’m not like you” said the small boy with highlighter green 
eyes and blue hair.

Shortlisted Entry
In the Forest Green

By Sheun Chan
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In the Forest Green

in the forest green
swinging in gentle rhythm
from branch to branch
sunlight like needles, penetrating
the leafy canopy
pricking my eyes
Mother calls
in her arms
her baby lies between

in the forest green
tastes of sweet flavours
on my tongue
in my mouth
eyes always watching
as I take another bite
afraid of the Big ones

in the forest green
Mother calls them
destroyer of homes
murderer of families
threat to our race
to all of us
we are just the Small ones
to them

in the forest green
I take another bite
then I stop
my hand firmly on the tree branch
quiet now
Big ones approach my tree

in the forest green
one is big, Big one
another is small, Big one
the small Big one sees me
her head as hairy
as Mother’s arms herself
tied into two knots
I wonder why
she waves
her fingers so tiny
and smiles
then she turns to the bigger Big one
and points
the bigger Big one looks up and shrugs
without a care
I wonder why

in the forest green
Mother calls
I tell her of the Big ones
sadness seems to fill her eyes
I wait for her scolding
It doesn’t come
she is quiet for the rest of the day
doesn’t speak to anybody
only continues holding the baby tighter in her arms
the baby’s eyes are wide
full of brightness
it reaches out its hands
I hold onto one of them
and smile
Mother doesn’t smile
like she usually does
only stares at something
only she can see
in the distance
I wonder why
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in the forest green
I stare up at the sky
during the dark night
stars wink somewhere
from faraway
Mother says that they are our ancestors
watching us from above
guiding us silently
so, I look up at those twinkling eyes
a question in my own
why do we so hide from the Big ones?

in the forest green
bright flavours of fruit on my tongue
in my mouth
I take another bite
and wait
at that same tree
for the Big ones to come
none of them do
only a loud, roaring monster arrives
coughing out large puffs of greyish smoke

in the forest green
I reach for a tree branch, from a neighbouring tree
get away, I say to myself
then the monster stops
I freeze with it
a Big one emerges from inside that monster
and looks around
I hide in between leaves and fruit

in the forest green
he doesn’t see me
only nails a wooden sign
right in front of my tree
then he is gone
the sound of the scary monster
echoing on in my mind
even though they have left

in the forest green
I jump down from my tree
creeping towards the sign
the man has put up
I see
large letters slashed in
bold, red ink
I can make out the patterns
they look like this
P – A – L- M
O – I – L
P – L – A – N – T – A – T – I – O – N
I wonder what it means

in the forest green
the next day
there are many Big ones at my tree
I watch from the safety of another tree
in come in, even more roaring monsters
all coughing out large puffs of greyish smoke
that give off a sharp smell of something I don’t know
that catches on my nostrils
tickles me
not the way Mother does
but rather
makes the growing dread
in my stomach
grow

in the forest green
I watch my tree die
right before my eyes
memories of sunny mornings
lazy afternoons
and pungent flavours of juicy fruit
disappear
just like this
the loud drilling of the machines
hurts my ears
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the monsters that still continue coughing
scares me
but most of all
I am scared
for the first time
of the Big ones
all of them so different
to the small Big one that waved to me
and smiled
that day
that seemed like forever ago

in the forest green
I tell Mother of the tree
she only nods
like she knew
the baby continues
reaching out from her arms
this time
I don’t take its hand
I don’t talk to anyone
just look at something
only I can see, in the distance
and I know why

in the forest green
I am woken by the roaring of the monsters
they are close, they are right below us
Mother’s eyes are full of sorrow and worry
as she quickly hands the baby over to me
I wonder why
I look at her, a question in my eyes
I see the answer to it right away
the way she is looking at me right now
conveys everything she needs to tell me
she wants us to leave home
without her
because she knows
that home
will end up like my tree

in the forest green
I swing up to the first branch, baby clinging onto me
And look back at Mother
calling her to come
she doesn’t
only looks at me
her eyes glazed with pain
and I am scared again
all of a sudden
that I will watch home
and Mother
die right before my eyes
like before
memories of sunny mornings,
lazy afternoons
tickles and hugs
stories told by Mother
of stars watching over us
of baby reaching out her arms
to hold mine
disappear
just like this

in the forest green
baby whimpers
and cries
in my arms
as I swing back to home
to Mother
and hold her hand one last time
not wanting to let go
sorry
I want to say
sorry Mother
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in the forest green
I swing through trees of tall branches and thick trunks
I swing upwards, and downwards
as fast as I can, not looking back
to be away from all the sounds of the monsters
and the Big ones
with baby clinging onto me
the image of Mother
laughing with us
playing with us
and the image of her
just now
looking so
so sad
makes my own eyes
glaze with pain

in the forest green
I remember Mother’s voice
echoing through my mind
and realise I miss it
even her scolding
that I once so disliked
I miss it all
all of it before
of sunny mornings, lazy afternoons
pungent flavours of fruit
laughing together
playing together
baby reaching out her hands
for me to hold
and I hate the Big ones all so much
and I know why, Mother calls them
destroyer of homes
murderer of families
threat to our race
to all of us
because
we are just the Small ones
to them

in the forest green
baby is not baby anymore
as she swings from tree to tree
laughing, playing
sunlight like needles, penetrating
the leafy canopy
pricking my eyes
and the sky slowly goes dark
and the stars glimmer
in the sky once again
I tell her the stories
that Mother once told me
Mother that she no longer remembers
I tell her of the stars that she stares at
up in the sky
stars that wink somewhere
from faraway
that they are our ancestors
watching us from above
guiding us silently
and she looks up with questions in her eyes
of the Big ones
of us, the Small ones
and asks
why we can’t be
happy
together
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Stifling
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Stifling

“People don’t understand how stressful it is to explain what’s going on in your 
head when you don’t understand it yourself.”

The burning would have killed me if it were real. The searing pain 
consumed me as it became my remaining focus in life. The itching feeling 
appeared again, like spiders crawling over my body. I tore at it, scratching, 
my nails digging into my skin.

I wanted to get out; get out of my skin... Who am I? What am I? What 
is my purpose? The monster made me forget such things. “You have 
no purpose,” it sneered. I had no idea what it looked like, only that it 
inhabited and owned the darkness. Owned me.

My breathing became ragged, I tried to stop it. Was I this weak? This 
foolish? I had everything in life, a perfectly framed picture with a warm, 
smiling, privileged family. I should be perfect.

The darkness became blurry, the corners of my eyes filling with tears as I 
sunk. Maybe I should just give up? Maybe it was for the better. The large, 
cruel monster that held my ankle tight would never let go, pulling me into 
the mud, never ceasing. I was such a small thing; it could control me like 
a cat playing with a mouse. Big versus small; mighty against exiguous. It 
was overwhelming to feel so useless, without the control I normally had. 
There was no match; my body, my mind, I could not keep up, couldn’t 
keep myself together.

I could see the end. People say it’s light, bright and forgiving. I see it as a 
clear archway. Clear skies, clear grass, clear purpose.

Darkness only came at night when shadows leapt across my city. When 
the sun came my exterior would act like I was fine. When the sun rose 
the fingers would unlatch themselves, and I began to run. My body slow, 

the darkness pressing in, my fingers outstretched, reaching for the clear. 
Gasping, I would hold it in my hands, smiling. Feeling content, relaxed, as 
I felt whole, beautiful, perfect. I could see clearly as I moved easily. Then 
the sun would set, and the monster would peer out from the darkness and 
take back its prey.

Some days I screamed. Crying and fighting against it, using everything I 
had to pull away. Other days I would laugh hysterically like a madman with 
an axe. But most days I would be silent, my face unwavering, steady eyes 
trained on the end, tears leaking.

It was in those moments that I would give up. No longer asking questions, 
no more fighting that monster. No. I would accept my end and sink into a 
gravestone.

The monster always allowed me to keep a little of my sanity. But it was 
more cruel torture than kindness. Knowing that I could stop myself; the 
guilt racked inside me, the skin-crawling more intense as I would watch 
myself drown.

The mud tightened its grip and pulled unrelenting. I held my chin high as 
I sunk down smaller and smaller, consuming all of me. I was not afraid.

I was sinking. Drowning.
__________

The young lady woke, her head pounding as she gasped for air. She noticed 
two things. One, the vomit mixed with alcohol and countless bottles of 
beer splattered across her; two she was sitting in the shower after falling 
asleep.

She had drunk too much, that much was evident. She began peeling her 
back off the marble walls, smelling the sickening odour of puke and beer 
and… what was that... blood... what did she do? Frantically she checked 
her vital organs before realising that she was just having her period. She 
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swore under her breath. She was already suffocating; she did not also 
need her body in pain. It was all too much. She hit the side of the shower, 
her hand flaring with pain. The world was to big for her, and the norm of 
period pain was enough to make her blood boil.

Pulling, pushing, she grabbed the wall of the shower, then the tap. She 
managed to turn it on, washing away her guilt. It took her a while, and 
even longer to get out and stumble to the toilet, the effort itself draining 
her to the dregs. She swayed her body, unable to keep upright, the world 
coming in and out of focus. Big, small, big, small.

The roaring in her head was amplified, echoing, bouncing around inside. 
The constant pour of rain and the scare of thunder did not help to soothe 
her nerves. Her eyes hurt. She closed them.

Angie was going to kill her; she had promised her cousin no more drinking, 
no more spiralling for that matter. She was well and truly dead. She had 
sworn herself off drugs and told herself, after she ransacked her beer-
soaked memory, that the only reason why she drank was to get rid of the 
huge roaring, to be open to the blissful feel of oblivion.

She stumbled through her room, dodging towering piles of books and 
small scattered lumps of discarded clothing.

Only her cousin sees how she really is. She completes the image of the 
perfect journalist, cool aunt, favourite child and overall treasured human. 
It was a joke. She sounded like a fairy tale; in the day she smiles, has fun 
and lives her life. In the night she becomes a raging monster with fire in 
her eyes. She scoffed softly to herself as she pulled on whatever warm 
clothing was in her sight.

The young lady has friends. Not good ones, but friends nonetheless. She 
goes shopping with them, swimming, and talk for hours on end about 
the latest gossip but never about the endless sound of people trudging 
towards death, their lifeless bodies without purpose.

Her mother always told her she was perfect. From that she got it in her 
head that she would always be perfect and never have a hard day in her life. 
A perfect straight road that takes no detours. Her life was far from that.

She felt like a fool. A laugh erupted from her, hollow and dead. Once the 
panic and dread start there is nothing that can get her to breathe. Nothing 
except alcohol and sleep that provide a momentary solution.

She hates herself for who she is, who she was, but mostly for what that 
monster will do to her life in the future. It could have a huge impact on her 
or have none. She knows what people say about mental health. Some make 
fun of it, calling it nothing, laughing as if it doesn’t hurt others or ruin 
their life, their future. Others spend too much time on it, looking weird as 
they rant on about its effects that most of the population think is a joke.

She has never been to a therapist. The idea unsettles her; she does not need 
their pity-filled eyes or their sorrowful voices as they offer advice... how 
would they ever know?

She was hungry and her abdomen felt like it was on fire. Stumbling down 
the stairs, she tried to wash the taste of alcohol out of her mouth. Hungrily 
gulping down some Panadol, her body adjusted to the bright, harsh colours 
of reality.

What was the time? 3am.

She could not go back to sleep now, not if it were still lurking there, its 
presence an ever-present ‘hair on end’ feeling. She shoved in her earbuds, 
switching on Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief. It was a terrible movie 
but there was some childhood comfort in those characters and the world 
they live in.

If she had to pinpoint the main reason for the monster it would be due to 
her imagination and that terrible desire to run off to a magical cinematic 
land and never come back. She had no idea if she even suffered from 
mental health, anxiety, depression? She was truly happy in the day... 
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doesn’t everyone go through this?
She did not want to think about it anymore, only the way Percy could 
swivel his sword with that cocky arrogance; god, she loved that.

Morning came and, along with it, people. She hated social interaction, 
knowing it drained her but being a journalist meant she had clients who 
were people with real problems. She pinched herself.

Angie came downstairs and the young girl plastered a smile on her face, 
picking herself up and clicking in the loose pieces. Someday she would not 
be able to do that anymore and maybe then death would come swiftly.

The young lady helped her cousin with the dishes as they both made polite 
conversation for the oncoming week. She did the small glasses first, then 
the big pots and pans at the end, all balanced cautiously on the drying rack.

She readied herself upstairs, neatly doing up her hair, layering on the 
makeup as she packed her bag. Then she slung it over her shoulder, causing 
her to droop from the size of it, and walked out of the apartment.

“You need to see a therapist; I heard you last night.” Her cousin intercepted 
her in the doorway, concern in her eyes. Angie had the day off, but she had 
to go to work and slave away to please mankind for another day.

“I’ll think about it,” she replied. Angie smiled sadly; she knew well enough 
that she would not. She left, plugging the key into the ignition, the car 
bursting to life, struggling but managing. Maybe she should see a therapist. 
Sighing through her nose, she massaged her forehead, a migraine coming 
early in the day.

She arrived at work after stopping for an intake of coffee, drowning it in 
a few gulps. She always drank too much coffee. The lift was smooth, too 
smooth, and she gripped her keys, causing them to dig into the centre of 
her palm. Her boots clicked across the polished marble floor as she greeted 
her team members.

She fell into the rhythm of her routine, calming down into the familiarity 
of her job. She loved the work. She had spent most of her life dreaming 
about the future and creating fake scenarios and now she was living it. She 
loved the frantic working, as well as her boss and her colleagues. Setting 
up her computer and her large collection of brightly coloured pens, she 
looked over at her list of things to do today.

For a few years now she had been saving up to go on holiday; take a year 
off to explore the world and travel. She had no one pinning her down to 
this town; why not see what the world has to offer.

“Hey, the boss wants you in her office,” her best friend said as his eyes 
twinkled wide. “Good luck I will miss you.” When one of them got called 
into the office they faked goodbyes as if they were about to be fired. It was 
a joke between friends. The young lady faked tears, grinning as she was 
welcomed into the warm office of her boss. The temperature contrasted the 
weather and she smiled to herself as her toes curled with the heat.

“Please sit down.” She took a seat on the plush chair, the opposite of the 
metal chair at her desk that she made herself sit at for hours on end. “I’d 
like to talk about your recent paper.” She was not afraid. Her body relaxed 
as she nodded for her to go on.

“It was not your best work and I’m afraid to say that, due to the controversy 
of the paper along with numerous letters of complaints, you are put on 
probation.” Fear hit like a car. Her breaths came in uneven gulps. She 
loved her job, meeting new people, learning about the world from her 
office. To lose this job would be devastating.

She had written the paper late at night. It was a last-minute thing as one 
of her colleagues had fallen ill. He had done all the research but was too 
sick to write it up. He was stupid to leave it so last minute, but she had 
quickly stepped in to help, volunteering at noon. She went home early, 
writing it up late at night. The monster came continuously, making it 
hard to write, her eyes fuzzy as she cried her way through it. But she had 
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thought it was good enough to withstand hate. Maybe she had butchered 
her dream because she had taken care of the monster.

Maybe her cousin was right?

Walking back to her desk, pretending everything was fine, she collapsed 
onto the chair, fear taking root. No. She would not lose this job. Her 
friends. Her dream.

She made the decision then to do something. No matter how small her 
problem was, even if everyone suffered from it, she was done with the 
monster. She was done with sinking and she was reaching the clear.

Her problem was big to her and, even if it was small to others, she mattered. 
The young lady did not think that her view, her small insignificance in 
the world at large, would go, but her dreams and future had to count for 
something. She would do something about it. She would not lose her job.

For the first time, she felt herself taking the reins of her own life.

She picked up the black phone, the cord gently dangling over her hand, and 
placed it to her ear, “Hello, this is Charlotte Waters. I would like to make 
an appointment.”

Shortlisted Entry
Small

By Lucy Marden

“This features a strong teen voice, and it’s an 
authentic exploration of anxiety and depression, 
with a suggestion of hope at the end.”

Jane Godwin  
The Golden Pen Writing Award 2021
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Small

murky blue bags under her eyes
carry the weight of ten sleepless nights
the heavier these bags
the skinnier her thighs

like strands of twine
folds drag down her face
nine creases have settled
what a disgrace

eight ragged, red lines imprint her skin
her figure grows small; she is much too thin
she’s all jumpers and jackets
crops belong to the bin

every part of her pales
every part of her - frail
a ghostly white shade
seven less on the scale

tears of salt, she just cannot cope
six meals now, skipped like a rope
crying at cramps
she is draining of hope

take five steps, she’s dizzy
can’t eat now, she’s busy
her iron’s not low
it’s not that she’s picky

four pushups and sit-ups, it’s all she can take
she’s got to keep going, no time for a break
the weight must be lost
can’t handle the hate

ribs too sharp
three times she’s barfed
pain tunnels through her
slowing her heart

twice she has fallen, unable to stand
the hunger is strong, just follow the plan
don’t look in the mirror
at the veins in her hands

reach one and she’s gone
death arrived with its scythe
ten small signs
one big life
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Shortlisted Entry
Nothing But Grateful

By Isabella Crean

Nothing but Grateful

Time slows to a drizzle when Harper fades to the other side of the veil. The 
void swaddles her with sweet relief when she is transported to that place. 
The room of mirrors heals her instantly, replacing pain with joy, loss with 
love and where anything lost is found. When things are too much, too 
painful, too big, Harper retreats to this sanctuary. Every time Harper steps 
into the room of mirrors, calm sweeps over her and she is whole.

Right now, Harper is broken, in little pieces. She tried to focus on the 
chipped paint of the hospital ceiling. “We need her on a spinal board with 
a collar, prepare to log roll, I’m going to need 6 people, on my count, 1, 
2…” the voice was loud. 6 pairs of hands touched her and those 6 pairs of 
hands rolled a piece of her. Lying on one side, Harper scrambled a glimpse 
of beds, people and a general healthcare circus. She knew the drill. Her 
mother’s sucked in breath snapped Harper’s attention. “OK. Roll her back 
on my count. 1…2… “Can you tell me what happened?” a voice demanded. 
Her Mum stammered, “She was at taekwondo, there was a collision and a 
brick wall.” BEEP. BEEP. “Her blood pressure is dropping” … Harper could 
see the top of a blue curtain rippling across the ceiling, as it folded into 
nothingness, she slunk away from the pain, recognising her escape.

A single beam of light illuminates the endless room. Mirrors hover above 
the floor like clouds. Harper, whole and strong, makes no sound as she 
passes the different scenes framed in each mirror. Some are familiar, while 
some are foreign. The silence is a relief. She presses her forehead on the 
cold glass before making her choice. Harper steps gleefully into a world 
where she knows open arms await her.

“Now dear, please fold in all the dry ingredients. Yes. That’s it. Perfect.” It 
was such a simple thing, to bake with Grandma. “Here, take the rolling pin 
and gently roll it forward, letting its weight do the work.” Harper saw the 
pastry take form and drank in her Grandma’s proud smile. It had been so 
long since she had felt the warmth of that smile. Everything was just right. 
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“Now, we are going to put the pastry in your pie dish. Press it in bravely 
but gently.” Harper giggles as her Grandma, who smells like sugar, apples 
and love, kisses Harper’s cheek lightly.

Grandma decorates the pie with heart shaped pastry. Their old dance 
between Harper cleaning the floured bench, Grandpa doing the dishes and 
Grandma making the tea slipped by. They are seated in front of three small 
lovely bowls of Apple Pie and ice-cream. “I love you Grandma.” Grandma’s 
eyes sparkled as her hand softly folded over Harper’s hand. It was a small 
moment, that reserved a big patch in Harper’s heart. The sweetness of the 
apple pie faded as Harper could make out the shadow of the blue curtain 
being pulled back. Her Mum’s silhouette took shape, as her Grandma took 
on a translucent form. “Grandma I miss you” Harper called as she slipped 
away and the pain slid in.

Harper cast her ears out across the Emergency Department and sounds 
familiar to a frequent flyer swooped in. From her limited ceiling view, 
her mind rapidly converted the sound bites to a visual montage. A red-
hot baby crying in a desperate mother’s arms, a calm voice breaking bad 
news (because the good kind is never broken) and a fleet of fast footsteps 
humming over the sashay of scrubs anticipating a … “Code Blue” right on 
schedule. Her eyes flickered open and she immediately regretted it.

“Hello there, can you tell me your name and where you are?” Harper 
had graduated from the keen intern but this one’s voice betrayed a baby 
face. His questions ranked his doctor’s experience slightly above the 
intern, but less than her mother’s. Harper recited information fluently, 
spelling medications and naming specialists, while he barely kept up with 
her massive medical musical. She could hear her Mum giggle and threw 
babyface a wild one when he asked her to spell Magnolia. “What is she 
doing?” he asked her Mum incredulously. Harper’s Mum said evenly: 
“She’s keeping it interesting…for her. She is spelling onomatopoeia…
backwards”.

Without warning, the show was over. Colours slammed Harper before the 
pain hit. With a spoonful of overwhelm, and a drop of fear, a neon rainbow 
surged on her mind’s eye and she screamed. A nurse brushed passed 
babyface, turned on the blood pressure beat box and leant over Harper to 
make eye contact. “How about we get this pain under control?” Harper’s 
eyes fell into focus on her favourite ED nurse, she was in good hands. In 
that moment the cord that connected Harper to this world gave way and 
she gave up against the pain.

Harper didn’t stop to consider all the mirrors. She could hear waves and 
ran hard towards the shiny glass, feeling hot sand immediately toast her 
feet. Her mother and brother screamed as the waves crashed on them, and 
Harper strode in, taking on the push of the colossal ocean with glee. The 
sun was hot, the light was bright and as she dived under the white peaked 
wave, her body stretched out into the depths of the sea.

The ED overture greeted her ears. The steady percussion of an army of 
blood pressure and oxygen monitors set the rhythm for the gaggle of 
doctors. The pinging mobile phones distracting siblings from the darker 
realities didn’t quiet block out the whimpering of shocked parents. Sighs of 
relief floated over the steady thrum of anxious parents snapping at anyone, 
everyone, from their bedside purgatory. Just like other children knew the 
familiar sounds of their school bus ride, Harper knew the sounds of ED.

Harper’s injuries had obviously climbed the ladder of doctors because her 
usual neuro god could be heard. He dispensed his trademark kindness, 
understanding and levelled the right amount of concern that usually 
foreshadowed some kind of plan. Harper sensed her mother surrender her 
hyperalert position, as she stroked Harper’s hand. The neuro god outlined 
the repeat players of pathology, observations, imaging and exams that 
would fill the hours to come. As overwhelm knocked on her door, Harper 
felt the familiar shift in space and allowed herself to be pulled to the other 
place.
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Harper drank in the mirrors that spiralled like a disco ball. She casually 
moved into the mirror that held her friends and took her seat at their 
usual lunchtime table. “So, guess what happened?” Lysandra begged for 
attention. Harper obliged “I don’t know, tell me Sandra?” She hadn’t really 
paused for Harper’s response. “Well, Aideon…” Grace interrupted with 
“OOOooo Aideon”. Lysandra blushed on cue, and continued “Aideon, just 
asked me, to ask all of you, to his house after school on Friday”. Lysandra 
was drowning in smug glee. “Are you serious?” shrieked Grace, and Harper 
knew Lysandra had never been more serious.

Somewhere between all the doctor’s appointments and sick days Harper 
had missed the crush bug that had swallowed her friends whole. She 
listened to them plan another time that she would miss. With the sun on 
her face, and the trivial melodrama of her friends, Harper felt nothing but 
grateful for this time with them. The girls gathered their books and moved 
off to class…Harper could hear the faint sound of elevator doors closing. 
The low rumble of a hospital bed, pushed over the crevice between the
elevator and the floor, moved over her body. “Hey, you coming?” Grace 
called from the distant murmur of locker banter but Harper wasn’t going 
to class that day.

“Hey baby girl, I’m here” her Mum whispered. Harper wished she could 
turn on her side and see her Mum’s warm eyes. “You’ve done well, it’s 
going to be ok.” Harper tried to smile and the pain responded unkindly. 
She focused on the white washed sterilised ceiling and sent her ears out 
to confirm her suspicion. A singular beat of the monitor plucked out her 
lone rhythm. Muffled television sounds, the squeaking of efficient nurses’ 
shoes and creaking catering trolleys announced she had been admitted to 
the Ward. Balloons bobbed overhead, so Mum had obviously let the book of 
face know the latest little chapter in the Harper chronicles.

The door slid open and Harper waited for a nurse to come into view. A 
smile hovered over her and Harper could make out glasses, a pony tail and 
the kind of earrings meant to distract kids. “Hey Harper, I’m Gorman and 
I’m just going to do some obs”. “What’s your pain score?” the nurse asked. 

“I suppose, well it’s kind of…” she knew how to buy time to perform 
a private calculation. Harper closed her eyes and felt the blood pressure 
cuff, the oxygen finger clip and the sound of the no touch thermometer. 
“What is the time?” she whispered, knowing that these little dances would 
be repeated every hour. It was an hourly search for ‘normal’, an hourly 
stream of numbers 120…75…98…37…hospital bingo.

Heavy steps clopped into the room and a booming voice rambled without 
care for how the words landed. Ortho, she suspected. They were like 
hammer head sharks with a hearts of gold. Ortho never bothered to lean 
in for eye contact. Just big guy voices that lumbered around and made 
quick calls about bones. “alright then...” he summarised which was good 
because Harper hadn’t caught up. “They will take you for a CT and MRI and 
then we can have another talk” and whoosh they were gone.

“On my count for the roll”. There were six of them, each responsible for 
part of her. Her job was to do nothing. 6 pairs of hands she didn’t know, 
gripping 6 points of her body, guiding a precision roll. “1, 2,” Gorman 
had this sorted. Tap. Tap. went a soft finger on her foot. It was her Mum. 
Harper looked into the ceiling capturing the softness of that tap “3” and as 
they rolled, the pain shot through her neck, taking her with it.

Harper paused, peering into a future and the mirror surface shimmered. 
She noticed the jeans first. Jeans were always a good start in a future 
mirror. She looked around drinking in clues and her eyes fell on the wet 
slate path and the steep edge that gave way to the billowing waterfall. 
Yosemite. Her Mum was taking the kind of breaths taught in podcasts. Her 
Dad and her brother were behind her, grinning and stuffing in the trail 
mix, that was more chocolate than sustenance.

Harper set a fast and fearless pace to the summit. Dangerous steps around 
unprepared tourists in thongs, intrepid Europeans strapped with babies 
and her Mum’s vigilance for imminent disaster, propelled Harper onward. 
The mist floated off the thrashing waterfall, making the stone path 
slippery, but Harper welcomed the challenge. “This is killing your mother 
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Harper…slow down” her Dad pleaded. She knew it would be good for her 
Mum to see her conquer this mountain and all the mountains she had faced 
before. The monumental waterfall mist carried notes of courage to Harper 
and with each small step she felt more of a kid and less of a patient. She 
closed her eyes to revel in the strength and stamina that coursed through 
her body.

Just like that, she was back on the Ward, but somehow still feeling the 
conquering spirit of her climb. As the waterfall’s mist settled on her cheeks, 
Harper could hear her Mum’s sobs and knew that bad news had descended. 
She gave her Mum the privacy fear required. Behind her eyelids, Harper 
could see the steep climb at Yosemite, and she couldn’t contain her grin as 
she opened her eyes. “Harper, we need to talk about the MRI darling”. Her 
mother laid out the details, the timing around treatment, the hospital stays 
and the physical therapy to come. To her mother this was big, but Harper 
knew where she was going and her team seemed to know how to get there. 
Gorman came in right on time for bingo. “What’s your pain score?”
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